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Chapter 1

The need for system development methods

Application system development is inherently a

highly complex and difficult task. In many organ-

isations, the system development group typically
develops several kinds of applications. These may
include process-control, transaction-processing,
and decision-support systems. There may also be
systems based on novel technology such as expert
system shells. These systems may be developed for
a variety of computers, in a numberof languages,
and they may vary greatly in size. The level of
experience of the users and developers of these
application systems varies, as may the level of
business and development risk associated with
each system and the urgency with which they are
required. Because of the complexity and difficulties
of system development, and the different types of
system that have to be developed, several different
system development processes may be used
one
for transaction-processing systems, another for
decision-support systems, and so on.
Moreover, the demand for new systems still
exceeds the capabilities of most organisations to
deliver them, and many systems being developed
now are more complex thanin the past. The result
is that, in manyorganisations, the systems development department continues to be perceived as
delivering systems much later than wasplanned,
and at much higher cost. And often the systems
that are delivered do not matchtheir users needs.
Most system development managers recognise that
there is room for improvement in the way that
systemsare built. They realise that, all too often,
they are providing systems that are lacking in
quality, delivered late, and cost more than was
budgeted. They would like the development
process to be more manageable and less dependent
on the skills of the individual analysts and programmers
experts whoare in short supply and
expensiveto train. In other words, they wouldlike
a well-defined systematic process for developing
systems.

Inan attemptto solve these problems, many organisations have tried to standardise their development processes by using a proprietary development
method supported by appropriate tools. A wide

range of such methods and tools are now in use,
with each one promoted by its supplier as the
solution to all development problems. Many system development managers are confused by the
plethora of products and the competing claims of
the various suppliers.
In setting out to research this topic, we were asked
by many Foundation membersto provide advice
on choosing a single system development method
that could be usedtosolveall their organisation s
development problems. The underlying belief was
that system development methods had now
reached the stage where it was possible to dothis.
However, our research showed that user organ-

isations are discovering that a method promoted
as an all-embracing solution to system development
is actually applicable only to specific phases of the
development process. This means either that
additional methods have to be purchased to cover
the other phases, or that in-house procedures have
to be used as well. And manyorganisations are
discovering that proprietary methods often do not
provide the management proceduresnecessary to
ensure the success of development projects.
Furthermore, user organisations often are not
making the best use of proprietary development
methods. In some cases, a method has been abandoned because the analysts and programmers were
not provided with the development tools that
would have allowed them to use the method
effectively. This is in part dueto the fact that many
people (users and suppliers) are confused about
what a system development methodis and how it
relates to development tools and development
techniques. Users are also unclear about the
relative benefits to be gained from using methods
and tools. This confusion is compounded by the
exaggerated claims that some suppliers of methods
and tools make for their products.

It is also costly to implement new methodsand the
support they require, and considerable managementeffort is required to ensure that a methodis
implemented properly. The hoped-for benefits are
not always realised, and someof the benefits are
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difficult to quantify in any case. Henceit is hard
to justify an investment in new methods.

proprietary system development methodsand the

Because of these findings, we soon reached the
conclusion thatit is not possible for an organisation
to expect a single proprietary methodtosolveall
development problems. Noris this situation likely
to change in the foreseeable future. The focus of
our research therefore shifted to determining how
Foundation members could make the best use of
the proprietary system development methods that
are currently available.

One of the keys to implementing a proprietary
method successfully is careful managementofits
introduction. Chapter 5 provides advice on how to
do this.

The conclusion we reached is that each organisation needsto use proprietary system development
methodsselectively to attack those development
activities that cause the most problems. Different
proprietary methods might be used for project
management, for systems analysis and design, and
for programming. Alternatively, a proprietary
method might be used only for the programming
phase, with in-house standardsbeing used for the
rest of the development process.
Before deciding whether to implement a proprietary development method, itis first necessary
to understandclearly the relationships between
methods, techniques, and tools, and their respective contributions to the systems development
process. We cast somelight on this confused area
in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, we explain whya single proprietary
method is not a sufficient solution to an organisation s development problems. No method covers
all the phases of the development process, and
even those phases that are covered may be incompletely covered. Furthermore, a particular
method may be suitable for one type of development process but not for others. Chapter 3 also
showsthatinstalling only one method by itself may
actually be counterproductive. It is necessary to
install developmenttools as well.

Chapter 4 provides advice about how to select
tools that will be required to support them. Many
of the alternative methods provide similar technical facilities, and two importantselection criteria
are the stability of the supplier and the support
provided by the supplier.

Finally, once a new methodhas been implemented,
it is necessary to monitor the benefits being
achieved by its use. Chapter 6 identifies the
potential benefits that should be monitored.
Thereport is based mainly on research carried out
at the end of 1986 andthe beginning of 1987. Some
seventy interviews were conducted both with
suppliers and with users of proprietary methods
throughout Europe. Wealso drew on the opinions
of a numberof experts on this topic.
Apart from this specific research, we also referred
to our other related research and extensive consultancy experiencein this area, including that for
Foundation Report 47
The Effective Use of
System Building Tools.
The research for this report was led by Mary
Cockcroft, a principal consultant with Butler Cox.
Mary has carried out a wide range of consultancy
assignments advising large organisations about
system development strategies and the use of
development methods. She was assisted by Rob
Moreton, an associate consultant with Butler Cox
who has extensive experience of the theory and
application of developmenttechniques; David Flint,
a principal consultant with Butler Cox and the
author of Foundation Report 47; and SimonForge,
a senior consultant with Butler Cox s Paris office.
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Chapter 2

Methods, tools, and techniques, and the
system development process

There is a considerable amountof confusion, among

user organisations and suppliers of development
methods andtools, about the meaning of the terms
development method , development technique ,
and development tool . This confusion is due
largely to a misconception about how a proprietary
development method helps with the system developmentprocess. Contrary to popular belief, most
proprietary methods help with only part of the
total process. Indeed, in some cases, it may be
necessary to use several proprietary methods, each
one covering a different part of the life cycle. Thus,
before we can describe the relationships between
methods, tools, and techniques, wefirst need to
explain what we mean by the system development
process theseries of activities that encompasses
the whole of the systemslife cycle.

THE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The system developmentlife cycle typically begins
with a surveyorfeasibility study and ends with an
operational system that is then modified and
maintained until the endofits useful life. The need
to manage systems throughout the whole of their
life cycle has been recognised for a decade or more,
but, surprisingly, we found some major organisations with multimillion-dollar investments in
systems that were only now introducing the lifecycle concept. Traditionally, they had formed
project teams of analysts and programmers, provided the project manager with a copy of the
standards manual (which typically specified the
programming standards to be used), andleft the
team to get on with the developmentof the system.
These companies now recognise that a more
methodical approach to the whole system development process could improve the quality, cost,
and timeliness of development.

Our first concept, then, is that of the system
developmentprocess. We use this term to describe
all the phases and activities that make up the
completelife cycle of a system. Depending on the
size and complexity of the application being
developed, the development process may take
anything from a few days to several years. There
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are essentially two major types of system development process:

= The conventional linear process, where progress
is achieved by proceeding in a linear fashion
through each successive phaseofthe life cycle.

Theiterative process, where several passes are
made through one or more of thelife-cycle
phases, with additional functionality and detail
being added with each pass. The iterative
process usually relies on the use of prototyping

at the requirements-definition phase.

Some organisations now use both types of system
developmentprocess, selecting the one most suited
to the application to be developed. We have also
identified six other alternative types of development process, which are variants of the two main
types. Each developmentprocessis described in
more detail below.
THE CONVENTIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The conventional development process has been
used for many years for the development of commercial and business applications. Typically, the
work is subdivided into well-defined steps or
phases, with the workflow being controlled and
monitored by formal project-management techniques. More recently, proprietary system development methods have beenused to standardise the
tasks carried out during one or moreofthe lifecycle phases.

THE ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

An iterative development process is more appropriate for applications where the users requirements are less easy to specify and where thescale
of the application is small enough to allow a prototype to be built and revised quickly using advanced
system-building tools such as Natural, Focus,
Mapper, or Linc.

It is more difficult to use formal project-planning
and control techniques with the iterative development process because the numberof iterations
that will be required cannot generally be predicted
in advance. In practice, iterative developmentis
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managementtechniques are required. Such development commonly uses structured analysis and
design, but prototypes may also be usedfor requirements specification and as the basis of the
implemented system. Advanced system-building
tools such as fourth-generation languages can be
used for small-systems development.

better managed as a sequence of small projects,
with each project typically lasting for between six
and nine months.
ALTERNATIVES TO CONVENTIONAL AND ITERATIVE
DEVELOPMENT

In practice, large organisations will need to develop
systems in ways that do not correspond exactly
with the conventional developmentprocess or the
iterative development process. The development
process usedin practice will depend on the nature
and size of the application, its urgency, and
whetherit is to be developed by data processing
staff or by endusers. Figure 2.1 showsthe six main
alternatives to the conventional and iterative
development processes. They have the characteristics described below, and they require
different facilities in the methods that could be
used to support them.
Small-systems development process

The small-systems development process is appropriate for new small systems and for small enhancements to existing systems. Typically, the
developmenttakesless than nine months elapsed
time and requires no morethan about two or three
man-years of effort. The small-systems developmentprocess covers the samerange of applications
as the conventional development process.

A small-system developmentprocessis typically a
variant of the conventional development process,
but, because the timescale of development is
shorter and there are fewer developmentstaff
working on the project, less stringent projectFigure 2.1

Some organisations now deliberately subdivide
large complex systems into several subsystems,
each of which is implemented using the smallsystems developmentprocess. The advantagesare
that the management of the overall project is
simplified and subsets of the total system are
delivered earlier than they would be otherwise.
Accelerated development process

Accelerated developmentis used to build a working system as quicklyas possible in situations where
the operational performance of the completed
system is not a major concern. This development
process is based on the use of advanced systembuilding tools such as Natural, Focus, Mapper, and
Linc.

In accelerated development, the tools are used to
build prototypes for requirements analysis and are
also used to construct the final system. The use of
prototyping and the high productivity in the construction phase allows smaller teams and shorter
timescales, so that, relative to conventional development, documentation and project-management
requirements can be reduced. Accelerated developmentrequires fewer, but more skilful, development staff. Accelerated development can, given

Basic system development processes and alternatives
Nature and size
of application

Urgency to develop

Small-systems

Small

Normal

Accelerated

Small
Conventional data processing

Systems depai rtment

Urgent

Systems department

Application-package

Standard data processing

Normal/urgent

End-user

Very small

Normal/urgent

Systems department

Realtime
Process control

Normal

Development process

Basic processes
| Conventional(linear)

Alternative processes

Conventional data processing

the system

Operational performance not

Specialist-applications
Emergency

a concern

applications

Departmentor user-specific

Any

Extreme urgency

:

System developer

End user

Specialist department/
systems department

Systems department
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goodstaff and tools, be applied to data processing
and decision-support systemsrequiring uptofive,
or even ten, man-years of developmenteffort. It

may be used as an alternative to the small-systems
development process (except for enhancements),
or even for systems that would otherwise require
the conventional process.
Application-package development process

For many types of application, particularly in the
financial and accounting areas, packages providing
a large proportion of the functionality required by
the users already exist. As packages improve in
quality and coverage and becomeless expensive
than customised in-house development for a wider
variety of applications, the need to be able to buy
in packages and customise them will increase.
A development process is therefore needed that
can identify, select, adapt, and implement the
packages. Such a process usually incorporates the
following phases:
Analysis of requirements.

Reviewof the packages available in the market,
and selection of a shortlist.

Comparison of the application requirements
with the deliverables of each shortlisted package
and selection of a package.

Tailoring of the package to match the application
requirements more closely.
Implementation of the package.

The application-package development process
therefore includes some phases not required in
conventional development, but it does impose
some additional constraints. For example, the tools
available fortailoring the package maybe specific
to the actual package chosen.
End-user development process

Users should be involvedin all application system
developments. However, some applications can be
developed by the end users themselves. These
applications provide limited functionality and are
usually very small systems, designed to meet an
individual or departmental requirement.
For users, system developmentis just one of their
responsibilities, and they neither need nor can they
be expected to be proficient in the use of a comprehensive developmentprocess intendedfor fulltime professional system developmentstaff. But
the systems departmentcan provide the users with
guidance by:

Identifying appropriate system-building tools
that can easily be used by end users and that
are consistent with the organisation s systems
architecture.
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Training users in the use of simple analysis
techniques and the system-building tools.

Setting up a central support group (for example,
an information centre) that can provide assistance and consultancy effort to end users when
required.

Specialist-applications development process

In addition to conventional data processing and
end-user computing applications, there are also
specialist applications such as embedded systems,
process-control, and realtime applications.
The development process used for these applications is similar to a conventional linear process,
using formal project-management techniques at
each development phase, as well as structuredanalysis, design, and programming techniques.
However, the major differences between these
specialist applications and data processing applications are that:

Thelevel of correctness andreliability required
in these systems is high. Correctness is the
extent to which the system satisfiesits specification, and reliability is the extent to which a
system can be expectedto perform its intended
function with the required precision.

Thedesign of the application is oriented towards
activities rather than data, and there are time
constraints on system operation in realtime
systems.

These differences, and the fact that the users of
specialist applications are often engineers, mean
that the use of formal methodsfor specification
and design is much moreprevalent in realtime
development. (Formal methods are described in
more detail in Chapter 3 on pages 11 and 12.)
In addition, the tools used for these specialist
applications are different from those used in
traditional data processing. Operational performance is a major concern in these systems, and the
tools used reflect this concern. As a consequence,
little use to date has been made of advanced
system-building tools for implementing specialist
applications, apart from the requirements-definition phase.

If specialist applications are not a routine part of
their activity, most organisations subcontract this
type of development to software or systems
houses. Other organisations form separate development teams dedicated to this kind of work,
and these teams use a development process that
is different from that used for data processing
applications.
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Emergency development process

Sometimes, it will be necessary to develop an
application in a very short time. In somecases,it
will be possible to use an accelerated development
process, but even this may notbe sufficient to meet
the urgent timescales required. With such applications, time is of the essence, and the cost of
developmentis a secondary concern.
The keys to success in developing emergency

applications are to minimise the technical risks,

avoid distractions, and ignore costs. The methods
and tools used should therefore be those with
which the team are most familiar (provided that
they are adequate). The development process for
emergency applications will therefore vary according to the requirements of the particular application. The system development manager and the
project manager should decide between them
whichof the available methods and tools are most
applicable.
They may decide, for example, that they will use
an iterative process without strict project-management techniques. The development team might
be provided with an advancedintegrated projectsupport environment together with advanced
system-building tools.
MORE THAN ONE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
IS REQUIRED

From the description aboveof the different types
of development process, it is evident that an
organisation is unlikely to find a single development process that is adequate for all its needs.
Some organisations try to use a standardised conventional processfor all types of application, and
this has caused problems. A commondifficulty is
caused by spending too much time on managing
small projects, because the standard process
requiresall phasesof thelife cycle to be recognised.
Several organisations reported that delays in
developing small systems were a major source of
user dissatisfaction. Some of these organisations
reported that development staff begin either not
to use the standards for the conventional developmentprocess, or to pay only token attention to
their use, evenin those circumstances where they
are necessary. On the other hand, the standards
used by someorganisations mean that they do not
spend enough time on planning and managing large
projects. The result is that costs increase and
timescales slip on large projects.

Otherorganisations attempt to use a development
process based ona proprietary method for inappropriate applications. For example, one company had

used the Vienna Development Method (VDM)for

a decision-support system that involved senior
user management during the analysis phase. This
company found that the very formal mathematical
VDM method was inappropriate for this type of
application because the users did not understand
the products of the analysis phase (a stream of
mathematical symbols).

A WORKING DEFINITION OF SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES, METHODS,
AND TOOLS
Our research showed that the terms system
development techniques , system development
methods , and system developmenttools are used
to meandifferent things by different people. Here
we define these terms as we use them in this
report. We believe that the definitions help to
clarify this confused area and make it easier to
understand someof the misconceptionsthat users
and suppliers have about the products they use and
supply. The definitions are summarised in Figure
2.2, and the interrelationships between techniques,
methods, and tools are shown diagrammatically in
Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.2

Definitions of system developmenttechniques,

methods,and tools

Techniques

The rigorous procedures on which system
developmentis based. Often, techniques are
developed by academics and madeavailable to
all through researchpapers.

Examplesof techniquesinclude data analysis,
functional decomposition, entity life history,

prototyping, and structured programming. Most

of these techniques are concernedwith the howto-do-it, rather than the what-to-do, aspects of
systems development.
Methods

Tools

Developmenttools automate the activities within

a development method. Indeed, without such
tools, many methodsarevery difficult to use in
practice.

Sometools are specific to a particular method:

othersto a particular technique. Other tools are

generic in nature becausethey are independent
of the method being used.
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Figure 2.3

Interrelationships between system
development techniques, methods, and tools

Techniques| Technique A

Technique B|

Technique C

Tools for
Technique A
vy
Methods

Generalpurpose
tools

Method X

A

Tool 1

Tools for

Method Y

A

Method Y

y

Tool 2

DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES

System development techniquesare the rigorous procedures on which system development methodsare
based. In general, techniques are nonproprietary
because they are developed by academics and are
made available to the world at large through research
papers. Examplesof system development techniques
include data analysis, functional decomposition,
entity life history, prototyping, and structured programming. Sometimes a techniqueis originated by a
consultancyfirm andis available only from them as
a packaged proprietary method. Most techniques are
concerned with the how-to-do-it (as opposedto the
what-to-do ) aspects of systems development.
DEVELOPMENT METHODS

System development techniques are commercialised as proprietary system development methods.
In other words, a system development methodis
a way of implementing in practice the ideas embodied in a system development technique. (Sometimes a proprietary method may, in fact, be based
on several techniques.) Suppliers may take the
same basic technique and package it in different
ways, and today, many of the best-known proprietary methods are based on the same underlying
techniques. For example:
Yourdon s methodis based on data analysis and
functional decomposition.

LSDM is based on data analysis, functional
decomposition, the entity life-history concept,
the life-cycle concept, and phased projectmanagement techniques.

Prism is based on the life-cycle concept and
phased project-management techniques.

Asystem development method specifies either how
to carry out a series of activities, or the procedures
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for determining whichactivities have to be carried
out, or a combination of both. The purchaser of a
proprietary methodreceives a procedures manual
describing the activities that have to be carried out
and series of standard forms to be completed as
specified in the manual. Until recently, methods
suppliers did not provide any developmenttools for
use with their method. It was up to the user
organisation to work out how bestto carry out the
activities specified in the procedures manual.
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

More recently, developmenttools for automating
the activities within a development method have
become available. Indeed, many suppliers have
recognised that without suchtools, their methods
are very difficult to use in practice, and they now
provide tools designed specifically for use with
their methods. An example is IEF (Information
Engineering Facility), which is designed specifically
for use with James Martin s Information Engineering method. Another is the Yourdon workbench
product, which is designed for use with the
variants of the data-analysis and functionaldecomposition techniques used by the Yourdon
development method.
Other developmenttools are generic in nature
thatis, they are not designed for use with a specific
method, but for a range of methods based on
particular techniques. An example of such a
product is Index Technology s Excelerator (an
analyst s workbench product), which is designed
for use with methods that use data-analysis and
functional-decomposition techniques.
Some generic development tools can be used at
different phases of the systemslife cycle and are
independent of the development methods being
used. They can range in complexity from flowchart templates to sophisticated integrated projectsupport environments(IPSEs). Sometimes, generic
development tools are software-based (systembuildingtools, for example, which werethe subject
of Foundation Report 47
The Effective Use of
SystemBuilding Tools), or a combination of hardware and software. Philips Maestro is an example
of a development tool based on a combination of
hardware and software.

SUMMARY

A particular development method maybe based on
several development techniques, and the same
technique may be used by different methods.
Developmenttools may be specific to a particular
method or technique, or they may be generic tools
that can be used with a range of methods. Proprietary development methods will therefore differ

Chapter 2 Methods, tools, and techniques, and the system development process
from each other in the extent to which they cover
the total developmentprocess and in the extent to
which they cover the what-to-do and how-to-do-it
aspects of the phases they do cover.
The definitions of system development technique,
method, and tool presented above should makeit

clear that one single proprietary development
method is unlikely to be sufficient for all of the
developmentprocessesthat are likely to be used.
It should also be clear that methods by themselves
are insufficient; tools are also neededin order to
use the methods effectively. We develop these
themes in more detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
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There are a wide variety of proprietary development methods available in the marketplace. Each
is backed by the vociferous claims of its supplier
that it is the solution to the system developer s
problems. In our research we reviewed 21 development methods. Theyarelisted, together with their
suppliers, in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1

System development methods reviewed during
the research
Supplier

Method

Management methods

Arthur Andersen & Co
Method 1
Prism
Hoskyns GroupLtd
SDM (System Development Cap Gemini Sogeti

| Nonproprietary; refer to Prof
E Mumford, Manchester

)

(SofwareLif Cycle
Management)

CATEGORIES OF METHOD
Development methods differ from each other in
the functionality they offer in two main respects:

The extent to which they cover the phases of
the development process ( what to do ).

The extent to which they define how the
development phases are to be executed ( how
to do it ) as well as what is to be done.

Figure 3.2 showsthe four distinct categories of
system development method (management methods, single-phase development methods, multiphase
methods covering twoor three consecutive development phases, and integrated methods) and how
they differ with respect to these two parameters.
(In addition, some methods, VDMfor example, are
designed to be used with particular types of application, such as realtime process-control systems.)
MANAGEMENT METHODS

Some proprietary methods specify the various
phases of the development process, stating the

Figure 3.2

Categories of system development method

~<«t _ _ Coverage of the method

->

All

Phases of
the

development

process
covered

Integrated methods
_ InformationEngineering
LSDM/SSADM

LSDM Fastpath
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objectives of each phase together with whatis to
be done and the deliverables. Typically, these
methods are document-orientated and tendto rely
on bureaucratic procedures. They usually cover
most phases of the developmentprocess, helping
primarily with the management of the project
rather than the execution of each phase. They can
be called management methods.
Management methods originate mainly from
systems consultancies that have developed the
methods as an aid for their own work. Some
examples are Method 1, Prism, and MCP.
SINGLE-PHASE DEVELOPMENT METHODS

Atthe other extreme of the methods spectrum are
those that address only one phase of the developmentprocess. Their emphasis is on how the phase
is to be undertaken,although they do also provide
some guidance on whatis to be done. Examples
include QSM s Slim (for the project-planning and
estimation phases), and Jackson s Structured Programming.
MULTIPHASE DEVELOPMENT METHODS

Some methods address more than one phaseof the
development process but concentrate on the
analysis and design phases, the core of the
developmentlife cycle. Others (the system-build
methods) focus on the programming and testing
phases. Like the single-phase development
methods, they too define how the phaseis to be
undertaken, providing limited guidance as to what
needs to be done. Typical examples of these
methods are the Yourdon development method,
SADT (Structured Analysis and Design Techniques), and Merise.
INTEGRATED METHODS

Finally, there are methods that attempt to cover
the whole development process. These methods
Figure 3.3

Method

Information

Engineering

JSP.

Prism

Slim

Yourdon

define both whatis to be done and howit is to be
accomplished. They are integrated methods both
in the sense of providing project-managementand
development methods, and in the senseoflinking
the techniques, methods, and tools used in the
different phases of the developmentprocess.
They are the most complex and comprehensive
form of method. Examples are James Martin s
Information Engineering and LSDM/SSADM.
(LSDM and SSADM are, in effect, the same
product. SSADM is the version of LSDM thatis
used in government installations in the United
Kingdom.)

NO PROPRIETARY METHODS CAN BE USED
FOR ALL TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
All of the proprietary methods we reviewed can
be used with the conventional linear development
process, although none of them covered every
phase. However,none of them could be used with
all types of developmentprocess. At the best, most
of the methods provided limited support for only
twoor three development processes.
Manyof the methods werenot suitable for specialist (realtime and process-control) systems because
of their emphasis on data rather than activity or
event analysis, which is critical to many such
systems. Specialist systems were, however, catered
for by methods developed for their particular
needs.

Several methods recognise the need to cater for
small as well as medium-to-large systems development. But the other development processes are
only partially supported, and by only a few
methods. Figure 3.3 summarises the coverage
provided by some of the methods we examined.

Different proprietary methods support different development processe
s
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(linear)
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Type of development process
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such as fourth-generation languages.
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SUPPORT FOR ITERATIVE DEVELOPMENT

Most suppliers of proprietary development
methods recognise the needfor iterative development. For example:

James Martin s Information Engineering allows
prototyping andstructured-decomposition tech-

niques to be used for iterative development,

andrecognisesthatit is a possible development

process.

The Yourdon methodalso recognises a form of
iterative development(called radical top-down
development), and again provides some supporting techniques.

The techniques inherent in Jackson System
Development and Jackson Structured Programming could also be used for iterative
development.

Usually, however, their products do not provide
detailed standards and proceduresfor this type of

Figure 3.4

Hoskyns SPDM (Small-Project Development
Method)is based on a cut-downversion of the
life cycle

Feasibility
study

Functional
systems design|_ -- _
1

The integrated methods such as Information
Engineering and LSDM/SSADMalso offer smallsystems methods. The latter is called LSDM
Fastpath and is a reduced version of LSDM for use
with smaller projects with tight timescales.
SUPPORT FOR ACCELERATED DEVELOPMENT

Suppliers recognise the need for an accelerated
development process, but they do not provide
methods specifically designed for this type of
development. Accelerated developmenttypically
relies more on the use of system-building tools
(such as fourth-generation languages) rather than
on methods.
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SUPPORT FOR SMALL-SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Some methodsoffer an alternative version specifically for small systems, with its own life cycle and
associated standard forms. Hoskyns Prism, for
example, offers the Small-Project Development
Method (SPDM). This is designed for projects typically lasting aboutsix elapsed months and involving
little new technology or hardware. SPDMis based
on the same philosophy as Prism, but it specifies
fewer review points because of the reducedrisk
associated with small projects. The main phases of
SPDM are shownin Figure 3.4.

-

System and
program design

development process.

Many proprietary methods can be used during
small-systems development, and suppliers have
realised the importanceof catering for a cut-down
version of the life cycle. This avoids burdening a
small project with unnecessarily complex and
bureaucratic procedures that can be justified only
in large-scale projects.

-

SUPPORT FOR APPLICATION-PACKAGE DEVELOPMENT

Few proprietary methods incorporate techniques
for package selection. In our sample, only BIS
Modus, Method 1, Prism, and James Martin s
Information Engineering have these techniques.
SUPPORT FOR END-USER DEVELOPMENT

Not surprisingly, few proprietary methods provide
guidelines for end-user development. Typically,
end users are provided with fourth-generation
languages, limited training in development
techniques, and access to assistance (often from an
information centre) from their developmentgroup.
Both Modusand Information Engineering provide
guidelines on how to manage end-user development, however.

SUPPORT FOR SPECIALIST-SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Most of the well-knownproprietary development
methods cannot be used to develop specialist (that
is, realtime and process-control) systems because
the methods are heavily data-oriented and are not
activity- or event-based.

However, specific methods have been developed
for these specialist systems. These methods are
expensive to purchase and use because they have
to meet the demanding quality and performance
requirements of specialist systems. The 1986
STARTS(Software Tools for Application to Large
Real Time Systems) Purchasers Handbook discusses several methods that can be used for
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realtime systems (see Figure 3.5) and recommends

how some of them could be combined with tools.
(This handbookis published in the United Kingdom

Figure 3.5

by the National Computing Centre on behalf of the
STARTS Public Purchaser Group, whose membership is drawn from seven major purchasers of large
realtime systems.)
Mathematically based formal methods such as the
Vienna Development Method (VDM)arealso useful
for realtime systems development because they:
Provide a formal techniquefor the analysis and
documentation of systems and they encourage
clear thought.

Description

JSD

Provide an unambiguous specification.

Help in verifying the correctness and accuracy
of the design, because errors can be detected
mathematically.
However,these formal methods are not suitable for
developing commercial and business applications
because:
They are complex, take a long time to understand (up to three months for VDM), and are
difficult for commercial development staff to
learn.

Users of commercial and business applications
are unlikely to understand the documentation
that the method requires to be produced.
It is difficult to measure progress on a project
that is being developed with a formal method.
Sometimes, it is necessary (for example) to
throw awaya poorspecification andstart again.

PROPRIETARY METHODS DO NOT
PROVIDE FULL SUPPORT FOR ALL
DEVELOPMENT PHASES

None of the proprietary methods we examined
fully supports every phase of the conventional
development process (Figure 3.6). Apart from
project-management methods, no method covers
every phase of development; they vary in how
much of each phase they address (project-man-

agement methods do not cover the how-to-do-it
aspects of project management, for example), and
they also vary substantially in how they address

eachphase. Eventheso-called integrated methods

provide only limited support at the survey and
feasibility phase, and they provide no support at
the implementation and maintenance phases.
LACK OF SUPPORT FOR ALL PHASES

Although some methods cover most phases of
development, no single method covers every phase

of the conventional development process. This

12

Realtime methods recommended by the

STARTS(Software Tools for Application to
Large Real Time Systems) Purchasers
Handbook

Jackson System Development aids in systems
analysis and design.
:

Mascot (Modular Approach to Software Construction, Operation, and Test) is a design method
supported by a programming system, supporting the

later phases

Price

design and implementation.

Price is a project-estimating method.

(Source: 1986 STARTS Purchasers Handbook)

meansthat it is not possible to purchase a single
method for all aspects of conventional development. It will either be necessary to purchase
several methods, each covering someofthe phases,
or, if one methodis purchased, it will be necessary
to fill in the gaps with in-house procedures and
standards. Typically, those methods that focus on
system design and building fail te cover project
management and requirements specification, and
vice versa. For example:
The project-management methods(such as BIS
Modus, Prism, and Method1) tend not to extend
to the implementation level. This deficiency can
partially be overcome by the use of additional
tools. For example, if BIS Modus is used in
conjunction with BIS IPSE, it provides coverage
of most of the phases.

Although the Yourdon development method
provides advice ontheuse of the project developmentlife cycle, it is designed primarily to
provide a set of systems analysis, design, and
implementation techniques, and only covers
these phases.
JamesMartin s Information Engineering covers
most phases of the development process, but
does not provide detailed project management
facilities and techniques. Furthermore, it does
not provide facilities to ensure that changes
made in onepart of the design are consistent
with other parts of the design.
In general, the single-phase, analysis and design
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(multiphase), and integrated methods do not provide project-managementfacilities. If one or more
of these types of method are used in a system
development project, the project manager will
need to make separate arrangements for project
management, perhaps by also using one of the
proprietary project-management methods.
There are, of course, project-management methods
and tools that have been developedfor other types
of project but that can be applied to system
developmentprojects. For example, PERT(project
evaluation and review technique) can be used to
identify the critical path of activities within a
project, whatever its nature. Other such techniques
have either been tailored to suit the needs of
system development projects, or have been used
as the basis for system development projectmanagement methods.

design. It can also be used when determining
requirements because it provides a graphical
documentation facility, which aids communication with users. However, SADT does not provide procedures for obtaining information nor
any documentation formats for recordingit.

LSDM/SSADM provides procedures for most
aspects of the conventional development
process, but stops at the level of first-cut
program outlines (or profiles).

JSP (Jackson Structured Programming) provides
structured code that aids system maintenance.
But it does not provide a structured design,
which would be an advantage for some maintenance jobs.

Methods mayalso vary in their coverage of phases:

LSDM/SSADMandStradis specify both how to
develop a system and whatactivities to undertake at each phase.

INCOMPLETE COVERAGE OF INDIVIDUAL PHASES

Methodsare often based on someof the techniques
necessary to address a phase of the development
process but do not coverall of the phase. Moreover,
they may define the tasks in a phase, but may not
define how the tasks are to be performed; the
reverse may also be true. There are several
examples of incomplete coverage of phases:

The project-management methods (Prism,
Method 1, BIS Modus, for example) typically
specify in detail whatis to be done at each phase
of development. They also provide somedetails
of how eachphaseis to be performed, although
this is not their main focus.

Yourdon, SDM, and Merise focus mainly on how
to do systems analysis, design, and implementation. They do not provide project-management

SADTprovides a top-downstructured analytical
method. This is suitable for systems analysis and
Figure 3.6

No one type of method completely covers every phase of conventional development
: Type of method :

Development phase

Management :

How

What

Single-phase :

How

What

Multiphase

Analysis and design _ System-build

How

What

How

What

Enhancementand maintenance
SY

Indicates the extent to which each type of method covers each development phase.
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standards for what must be done in terms of
formsto fill in, lists of deliverables, and so on.

Although proprietary methodsat present address
neither every aspect of conventional system development, nor different developmentprocesses, most
of the methodsare continually being enhanced to
provide greater coverage. For example, new versions of Stradis and LSDM/SSADMarereleased
frequently as these products are continually upgraded and enhanced. Thescopeof these methods
has now been extended to provide project-management and developmenttools. Ultimately, their
suppliers plan to extend their scope into the
implementation phase.

DEVELOPMENT METHODS NEED TO BE
SUPPORTED BY APPROPRIATE TOOLS

In Chapter 2 (on page 7) we explained that, to be
used effectively, development methods needto be
supported by appropriate tools that will automate
the activities specified by the method. Unfortunately, many proprietary methods suppliers do not
provide the necessary tools with their products as
a matter of course. Most of the organisations that
reported initial dissatisfaction with their use of a
proprietary methodsaid that they lacked the tools
needed to support the method.
In one company, after about nine monthsof using
a particular method, the analysts expressed
extreme dissatisfaction, and the project managers
began to use it selectively or not at all. Further
investigation showedthat the highly bureaucratic
and paper-driven method was not supported by
tools in this company. The analysts foundit tedious
and time-consuming to use the method properly,
and developmentproductivity was reduced. The
method wasthusdiscredited, and they reverted to
the original in-house development method.

We also found that some system development
managers are not completely familiar with the
facilities offered by the various types of tool, and
are not fully awareof the need to automate system
development methods. They are sometimes unclear
about how specific tool could fit into their development process. Managers are also concerned
about investing in development tools because, in
this rapidly changing area, tools acquired now
could swiftly be made obsolete by new products.
Managers therefore need also to be aware of the
benefits to be derived from using appropriate tools

with their chosen method.

THE NEED FOR PROPER SUPPORT FROM SYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

Someof the most valuable techniques provided by
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system development methodsare impossible to use
without suitable development tools. The best
example of this is prototyping for which highproductivity advanced system-building tools are

essential. (This point was explained in Foundation

Report 47
The Effective Use of System Building
Tools.) Other examplesinclude estimating packages
that draw onlarge historical databases, and analyst
workbenches that permit online development of
data models and that need to be underpinned by
databases.
Without appropriate tools, some methods will not
be used, or will be usedreluctantly by developers,
because, without tools, they are very time-consuming and tedious to use. Drawing data-flow
diagrams, entity diagrams, functional-decomposition charts, and so forth by hand is an extremely
laborious process because many diagrams are
required and most of them have to be changed
several times.
If the structured methods are not accompanied by
an appropriate software tool, systems analysts and
designers often quickly lose sight of the advantages
of the methods and see the process as a tedious
bureaucratic overhead. In these cases, whether the
method continues to be used or not depends on
how much freedom the developers haveto determine their own working practices.
In one organisation, a large government department in the United Kingdom, developers were told
to continue using a particular method, despite their
objections and dissatisfaction with it. Eventually,
the department provided them with appropriate
tools. Productivity was low during the interim
period, however.
On the other hand, in some commercial organisations, only token attention is given to the use of
a method. For example, in a major multinational
engineering company there was an officially
recognised system development method, but developmentstaff continued to analyse applications in
the traditional way. At the end of the analysis
they produced documentation to the standard
imposed by the method, but they saw this as a
documentation task, not an analysis activity. They
were thuseffectively not using the methodat all,

but were merely adding to their documentation
workload. The situation changed when a basic
analyst/designer workbench supported by a data
dictionary was madeavailable to the analysts, and
development productivity improved considerably.
In addition, development costs were reduced and
project schedules were adhered to.
SEVERAL TYPES OF TOOL ARE AVAILABLE

Our research showed that, because of the con-
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Advanced system-building tools such as Linc,
Mapper, Focus, Natural, and Powerhouse. This
type of tool was discussed in detail in FoundaThe Effective Use of System
tion Report 47
Building Tools.

fusion that exists in some people s minds about the
distinction between development methods and
tools, there is a belief that a single tool can be used
throughout the whole development process. Unfortunately, this is not true. Different tools are
needed to support different development methods,
and, as we have already shown, no method covers
all phases and all types of developmentprocess. We
have identified five basic types of development
tool:

Project management tools, such as timesheet
analysers, project-estimating packages, projectcontrol and planning packages, and productivity-measurement tools. Examples ofproprietary tools include Artemis, Prompt, and Project
Manager Workbench (PMW).

Analyst/designer workbenches, which support
the systemsanalysis and design phasesof development. Examples of proprietary products
include Core Analyst, Automate, Datamate,
Yourdon s Workbench, Index Technology s
Excelerator, Prokit Analyst, Design 1, Emeraude, Alcide, and Speedbuilder.

Programmer tools (such as Delta and PDF),
which support the programming phase of development.

Figure 3.7

Development tools reviewed during the
research

Tool

Supplier

Artemis

Meta? ee Systems Ltd

METSI, DeltaSoftwareLid

Alcide
Automate
BIS IPSE

=
Core Analyst
eS
eee

:

atamate

BIS

a

Integrated project support environments
(IPSEs), claimedbytheir suppliers to support the
whole of the development process. Proprietary
examples include IEF, BIS IPSE, ISTAR, and
Philips Maestro.

The tools we reviewed during the research are
listed in Figure 3.7. The rangeoffacilities offered
by developmenttools, together with examples of
products providing appropriate facilities, are
shownin Figure 3.8.
NO CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TOOL SUPPORTS ALL
PHASES OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Despite the extensive publicity given recently to
the emergence of a new family of tools, the
integrated project support environments (IPSEs),
noneof the currently available developmenttools
provides complete support for all phases of the
system development process. Furthermore, the
facilities provided bytools are evolvingrapidly and
Figure 3.8

Range offacilities provided by system
developmenttools

Typeoffacility

Administrative
;

Multi-user

Tools providing appropriate facilities

laesti

1

Maestro, ISTAR, and BIS IPSE all provide

a multi-user environment. (Note: Delta,
_Speedbuilder, and PDF naturally exist in.

a multi-user environment).

;

| Delta

Design A

Emeraude =| Emel
Excelerator

Excelerator Software Predicts Ltd,
Indextennclcey, Sallie

Requirements
analysis

PDF (Progress

pa Facility)

Implementation ©
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Core Analyst supports Core andis a
sophisticated tool for requirements
analysis.

Implementation tools vary widely, but IEF

isthe first tool to offer automatic code
generation.
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particularly system-building tools like Focus.

none of the tools incorporatesall the latest best
practices.

Specific realtime developmenttools like the ISTAR
IPSE product are available to support specialist
developmentprocesses, but commercialtools tend
not to support specialised realtime methods.

To support an organisation s development
methods, the tools chosen must provide support for
the whole of the conventional development process
and for any other development processes being
used. How well different tools provide this support,
and whatthestate of the art of tool development
is, are discussed below.

Proprietary tools do not support the complete
conventional development process

Figure 3.9 showsthe extent to which the different
types of proprietary developmenttool support the
various phases of the conventional development
process. Different tools typically support only
a
specific aspect of system development such
as
project management, analysis/design, or implementation. Even the integrated tools (IPSEs) do not
support the whole of the development process.

Proprietary tools support most development
processes but only to a limited extent

Most proprietary tools support most of the
development processes (except end-user and
realtime) to a limited extent. The extent of their
support is dependenton the nature of the tool. For
example, project-management and administration
tools can be used for any project, and analyst/
designer workbenches and programmertools can
be used irrespective of whether a conventional,
iterative, or small-systems developmentprocess is
being used.

Manyproprietary tools do not support the end-user
development process because they have been
designedforuse by professional developmentstaff.;
and require knowledge about, and understanding
of, the management and development techniques
associated with the method being used. End users
would not usually havethis level of expertise.
Sometools are suitable for end users, however,
Figure 3.9

THE STATE OF THE ART IN TOOL DEVELOPMEN
T

System development methods are evolving rapidly.
This means that any tool or tools chosen today
should support the best latest practices. However,
no proprietary tool currently provides all the
facilities that might be required. Nevertheless,
thereare three facilities that we consider to be the
most important, and development managers should
ensure that they are available when choosing
proprietary tools:
A multi-user facility that allows developers to
enjoy the benefits of administrative and projectcontrol facilities, and enables them to share
information about development projects.

No onetypeoftool completely supports every phase of convent
ional development

Development phase

Survey and feasibility :

Project
management

How

What

Analyst/designer
workbenches
How

What

Type oftool

Programming

How

What

Advanced systembuilding tools
How

What

IPSEs

How

What

Requirementsanalysis
Systems analysis
Systems design
Programming_
Testing

Implementation
Enhancementand maintenance

WMA

BZN Indicates the extent to which each typeof tool covers each
development phase.
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Graphicalfacilities that can be used to represent

models of the system during the analysis and
design phases, supported by databases, automatic consistency checks, andrules for ensuring

that the method is followed.

Ability to generate code automatically from
detailed design documentation.

THE BENEFITS GAINED FROM SUPPORTING METHODS
WITH TOOLS

Using tools to automate the activities within a
method also provides secondary benefits during
system development. Different types of tools
provide different benefits:

Project-management tools and IPSEs allow the
project to be planned and controlled more
effectively.

Analyst/designer workbenches, programmer
tools, and some IPSEs help to improve the
productivity of developmentstaff.

IPSEs and somedesign tools help to improve
communication between staff working on a
project.
Project-management tools improve project
planning and control

A project-management facility allows the project
manager to plan and control a developmentproject
more effectively because:

Project estimating is improved by tools that
require a disciplined approach to the collection
of historical and current project data. These
tools also enable estimates to be updated rapidly
in the light of increased knowledge and changing
requirements, and they make it possible to
produce different estimates based on different
parameters (system size and type, difficulty
of project, manpower level, and scheduling
constraints).

Project planning and reporting is improved by
tools that allow resources to be assigned (and
easily re-assigned); what-if scenarios to be
incorporated; a range of different graphical
reports to be produced quickly both for systems
and user management and for the development
staff involved in the project.

Project control is improved bytools that quickly
highlight any deviations from theoriginal plan.

Tools improve development productivity

The introduction of a proprietary development
methodwill not, by itself, improve the productivity
of developmentstaff. Productivity improvements
will only occur if tools that support the method are
also installed. Development tools can improve
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development productivity in the following ways:
Advanced system-building tools provide productivity advantages during the implementation
phase. This is the most significant productivity
benefit offered by tools.

Analyst/designer workbenches (or word processing and graphics packages) speed up the
production of the analysis and design documentation.

In large systems, it is difficult to cross-check
information manually (for example data names)
within each phase and between phases, and it
is easy to make mistakes. Sometools (IPSEs and
some analyst/designer workbenches) do this
cross-checking automatically and save the
analyst/designer a substantial amountofclerical
effort.

Tools such as the IPSEs also allow code to be
generated automatically from the detailed
design documentation.

The overall impact of analyst workbenches is
difficult to assess because they have been in use
for only a limited period and are evolving rapidly.
We suspect, however, that their impact will be
limited mainly to the design phase. Their impact
on total development productivity will become
substantial only when the workbench output can
be used directly by system-building tools.
IPSEs and some design tools improve
communication

Using tools to support the method can also improve
communication among the staff working on a
project. For example:

The office automation facilities provided by
multi-user workbenches speed up communication between members of the development
team. This is particularly important on large
development projects and those where members
of the team are located at more than onesite.
If the system s users have access to the same
office automation facilities, then communication
with them may be improvedas well.

Good analysts are not necessarily good draughtsmen andthe effectivenessof using the graphical
techniques in systems documentation can be
reduced if analysts produce messy charts and
diagrams. Many development tools provide
graphical facilities that help the analysts to
prepare neat and orderly diagrams.

Sometools (for example Maestro) provide com-

monsets of documentation (standards, formats,

and so on) that are available immediately for
electronic distribution to all members of the
development team.
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SUMMARY
In this chapter we have shownthat a proprietary
methodbyitself will provide an incomplete solution to an organisation s system development
problems. A single method will not be suitable for
all types of development process, and, even where
it can be used, it will not cover all of the
developmentphases. Moreover, developmenttools
have to be used in conjunction with a method if
the most effective use is to be made of the method.
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The proprietary tools available today are also
limited in their application because they too cannot
be used with all types of developmentprocess and
they do not coverall phases of development.

To make the most effective use of proprietary
development methods, an organisation must therefore choose methods andtheir supporting tools and
integrate them withits overall development processes. We offer advice on how to dothis in the
next chapter.
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There is now a wide range of proprietary development methodsandtools available in the marketplace. The choice of a method and thetools to
support it depends on whether they support the
developmentprocesses being used by the organisation, and on the techniques on which the method
is based. It also depends on whether the method
and tools can be used with the hardware environments in which the systemswill be developed, and
on the level of support provided by the suppliers.
Implementing a new methodcan be a major undertaking. Developmentstaff (and in some cases users
as well) need to be educated andtrained in the new
method. Hence, the training and support provided
by the supplieris an important consideration when
choosing a proprietary method. Some suppliers
offer a turnkey service, where they guarantee to
train all the developmentstaff in the use of the
method, and help with its introduction.
System development managersfind it difficult to
evaluate the relative merits of different proprietary
methods and tools because the suppliers tend to
overemphasise the benefits of their ownparticular
productrelative to others. Some bring an almost
religious fervour to the sale of their method or tool,
promoting it as the solution to all the developer s
needs. Thus, a method covering only one or two
phases may be presented as a comprehensive
method; a collection of associated analysis and
design tools can be promotedas a totally integrated
method; or a good data processing system development method can be promoted as being suitable for
applications of other kinds.

These exaggerated claims are a symptom of the
immaturity both of the products available and of
the market. Most methods are continually being
enhanced to embrace the latest techniques and
tools emerging from the research on systems
development. For example, a new systems-analysis
and design concept is that of the entity-lifehistory . When wecarried out the research for this
report, none of the proprietary methods we examined were based on the entity-life-history
concept, although such methodswill undoubtedly
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appear in due course. Similarly, the supporting
tools are undergoing rapid development.
Theresult is that different techniques, methods,
andtools are at different stages of maturity. Figure
4.1 showstherelative maturity of some techniques,
methods, andtools. Most suppliers of methods and
tools provide new versions of their products regularly, as they try to keep abreast of the technical
developments. Indeed, some update their product
every three to six months, which meansthat any
technical review of methods and tools quickly
becomesout of date. Hence, any choice of method
or tool must take account of not only what is
available now, but the likely developments of the
product over the next few years.
Before setting out to select proprietary methods
and the tools with which to support them, an
organisation mustfirst be clear about the different
types of development process that will be used.
Some methods and tools cannot be used with
particular types of process. And no methodor tool
even covers the complete conventional (linear)

process.

Figure 4.1
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IDENTIFY THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES
TO BE USED

In addition to the conventional development process, most organisations will also develop systems
using one or more of the other types of development process identified in Chapter 2. Some types
of application (decision-support systems and those
developed by end users) are best developed by a
process otherthan the conventional linear process.

The types of development process in use, and
the phases within each process, will be determined
largely by the overall style and culture of the organisation. A bureaucratic organisation will tend
to develop systemsdifferently from an organisation
that has a much morelaissez-faire approach to the
wayit conducts its business. And one-off applications designed to provide specific information to
satisfy a particular requirement will be developed
in a way different from applications that will be
used regularly over many years.
It is not possible to provide general advice about
the numberand types of development process that
should be adopted, other than to say that the
number of processes formally recognised by an
organisation should be kept as small as possible,
consistent with the total applications needs. We
believe that most organisations will not be able to
standardise on the conventional process alone. Yet
adopting more than one process has evident disadvantages. Additional training and implementation costs will be incurred for every extra process,
for example.

DECIDE WHERE PROPRIETARY METHODS
CAN BEST BE USED
Having determined the development processes that
will be used, the next step is to decide where in
each process proprietary development methods
and tools can be used to best advantage. We have
already explained that, even for the conventional
linear process, it is not possible to find a method
that will cover all phases. Foundation members
should therefore concentrate on the development
process, and the phasesof that process, where the
most problemsarise. Thus, if the majority of developmentproblems arise during the analysis phase
of conventional development, methods should be
sought to address this phase of development. Other
problemsthat maytrigger the decision to purchase
a proprietary method range from systems not
meeting users requirements, to a lack of managementcontrol over the developmentprocess. On the
other hand, thereis no point in adopting a sophisticated method to support a conventional developmentprocess if the majority of new systems will
be based on packages.
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Decisions about methods to support other development processes and phases can then be postponed,
awaiting the improvement in methodsand tools
that will occur in the next twelve to eighteen

months. These improvements will make it more

likely that a method can be foundto coverseveral
development processes and more phases of the
processes. In particular, some of the tools,like
analyst/designer workbenches and IPSEswill improveconsiderably over the next year or so. These
types of tool have only recently becomeavailable
as commercial products, and they are being continually enhanced by their suppliers. Although
tools such as IPSEs are now being used increasingly, many organisations prefer others to be the
pioneers in using this novel technology.
The experience of other organisations is valuable
when considering whether to purchase a proprietary method. Someof the reasons whyorganisations that participated in the research introduced
a new methodare briefly described below:

A multinationaloil company introduced a management methodin order to improve the quality
of its systems documentation. The maintenance
of old systems was a major problem, mainly
because of a lack of documentation, and maintenance costs wererising as a proportion of the
total expenditure on systems. The company
introduced a bureaucratic forms-driven method
to overcomethis problem.

A large retail company introduced Method 1 as
part of a major reorganisation of the systems
division. This reorganisation was prompted by
extreme userdissatisfaction with the quality of
systems being produced.
A major bank introduced LSDMto reduce the
large number of bugs found during the implementation of systems.
These examplesillustrate that organisations choose
proprietary methods to help them to overcome
specific developmentproblems. However, the use
of methodsis not the only way to solve development problems. A problem with systems quality,
for example, could also be addressed by:

Using prototyping for the requirements-definition phase.
Improvingstaff training.
Recruiting better staff.

CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE METHOD
After identifying the development processes, and
the phases of those processes, for which methods
are required, the next step is to choose the most
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appropriate methods. Most organisations will now

evaluate the alternative proprietary packages that
are in the marketplace, selecting the products that
best match their requirements. A few organisations, however, have attempted to construct their
own in-house method and the supporting tools. We
would not recommend this approach becauseit is
expensive, time-consuming, and very difficult. It
also requires considerable in-house expertise.

In addition, an organisation that constructs its own
method and tools may not be able to benefit from
technical advances madein proprietary methods
and tools because the investment required to
update its own proceduresis prohibitive.
In the early 1980s, a large American-based international engineering company attempted to develop
an in-house process for system development,
incorporating both methods and tools. After a
considerable investment of staff time (25 manyears) and consultancy and training costs, the
attempt was abandoned and proprietary methods
were chosen and introduced. This company s
experience illustrates the risks of attempting to
develop methods and tools from scratch. It is
technically complex, requires high levels of investment, diverts staff from application development,
and success is not guaranteed.
We would expect the cost of a proprietary method
to be less than that of developing an in-house
method because the development costs can be
shared amongst the purchasers. For most organisations, the only sensible course of action therefore
is to choose a proprietary method. There are two
main options:

Choose an integrated method and thetools to
support it.

Choose one or more proprietary methods to
address specific phases of the development

process.

Despite the claims of the suppliers, integrated
methodsdo not yet coverall development phases.
Webelieve that the best approach is to configure
your own development process, making use of
proprietary methods wherever it is appropriate to
do so.
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT METHODSARE RISKY

A few suppliers claim their integrated proprietary
methods and tools cover the whole of the conventional development process. Two examples are
BIS (with its Modus and IPSE Products) and James
Martin Associates (with Information Engineering
Information Engineering Facility). As
and IEF
yet, thereis only a limited amount of experience
with either of these methods. For example, in
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March 1987 BIS IPSE was in use at only 20 sites,
and IEFisstill being beta-site-tested.
Although there is not yet any hard evidence to
show how successful these integrated methodsare,
initial reports are encouraging. For example, Pearl
Assurance, a leading UKlife assurance company,
is very satisfied with its use of BIS IPSE. Pearl
believes that the benefits it has gained in practice
are even greater than wereoriginally planned.
Whatis clear, however, is that adopting an integrated methodwill require extensive support from
the supplier in terms of both consultancy help
and staff training. To a great extent, the success
achieved will depend on the organisation s willingnessto be flexible and change its current developmentprocess to the one prescribed by the method.
Changing the integrated method and tools to meet
its own requirements may not only be costly, but
it will also introduce a risk that the method will
not be used effectively. Furthermore, if the
method and tools are changed, the organisation
may not be able to take advantage of any new
versions released by the supplier.

Thereare other disadvantages of buying an integrated method. As Chapter 3 explained, no system
development method
even the integrated
methods
at present covers all of the phases
of the development process. Also, adopting an
integrated method and tools is technically risky.
These products are at a very early stage of development, andlater products coming onto the market
are likely to be technically superior.
Unless an integrated method can be used to solve
a particular development problem, we advise
Foundation members not to adopt integrated
methods in the short term, but wait until these
products are proven.
SELECT METHODS TO ADDRESS SPECIFIC
DEVELOPMENT PHASES

In the absence of an integrated method that covers
the whole of the development process, an organisation should choose a combination of proprietary
methodsthat address specific development phases
and that complementeach other. Sometimes, two
methods will be required for the same phase
one
to address what-to-do issues, the other to address
the how-to-do-it aspects. In othercases, different
methods will be used for different development
phases.

Figure4.2 (overleaf) shows how the Prism, Yourdon,
and Delta products were integrated by one company
to cover mostof the system developmentprocess:

Prism addresses project management, theinitial
survey andfeasibility phase, the requirements-
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Example of complementary methodsproviding
(almost) complete coverage of the conventional
developmentprocess

Development phase
Survey andfeasibility

Whatto do

How to doit

= 2

Requirements analysis
Systems analysis a
Systems design

Implementation :
Enhancement and maintenance
Prism

Yourdon
(I) Delta

analysis phase (detailing what has to be done
and howto doit), and provides guidelines about
whatshould be done during the system analysis
and design phases.

Yourdonprovides structured techniques for the
system analysis, design, implementation, and
maintenance phases.

Deltais a tool that supports structured programming and maintenance.

There are areas of overlap between the components, particularly in the system analysis and
design phases, which are covered both by Prism
and Yourdon. In this case:

Prism would be used to determine what should
be done during the system analysis and design
phases becauseit provides more detail in these
areas than Yourdon.

Yourdon would be used to determine how systems analysis and design should be carried out
because it provides more detailed procedures.

Occasionally, different methods are used in conjunction with one another, even though they
provide incomplete coverage of the system development process. An exampleis the use of MCP in
conjunction with Merise. MCP provides basic
project-management techniques. It identifies the
phasesofthe life cycle but does notidentify details
of the tasks and deliverables from each phase.
Merise provides system analysis and design techniques. However, when they are used together,
they do not cover the whole of the development
process. Figure 4.3 showsthe gaps that are left.

In suchcases, the system development department
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will need to use in-house standards and procedures
to fill in the gapsleft by the proprietary methods.
The dangeris that individual developmentstaffwill
use their own methods, based on their own experience, to fill in the gaps. If different developers
working on the sameproject use different in-house
methods, the ensuing confusion may well be worse
than the problems that the introduction of proprietary methods was meantto solve.

Some proprietary methods should not be used
together because they cover the same phasesof the
system developmentprocess and they address the
same aspects of the phase, both defining either
what is to be done or how will it be done. For
example, both Prism and BIS Modusare projectmanagement methods. They both provide guidelines on what is to be done at each phase of
development, from the survey and feasibility phase
through to detailed system design (see Figure 4.4).
They both state how project managementis to be
carried out and provide techniques for the survey,
feasibility, and requirements-analysis phases.
Neither of them provides detailed techniques for
the system analysis and design phases, although
both recommendthe useof structured techniques.
BIS Modus, however, can be used with BIS IPSE,
which has an analyst/designer workbench supporting structured techniques.

The advantage of mixing and matchingdifferent
proprietary methods andtools is that a much closer
fit to the needs of the development group can be
achieved. But the choice of methods needs to be
made carefully to avoid the possible problems
described above. In addition, it is advisable to carry
out small trials lasting no more than about four or
six weeksbefore deciding that a particular method
Figure 4.3

Example of complementary methods providing
incomplete coverageof the conventional
development process

Development phase

Survey andfeasibility
aS

What todo

How todoit

ee

Requirements analysis

Systems analysis
Systems design

Implementation
Enhancement and maintenance

MCP

(SMerise
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Figure 4.4

Example of overlapping methods
What todo

Development phase

Howtodoit

sy and feasibility

There should be a variety of courses available
for management, users, and the different types
of development staff who will use the method
(analysts, designers, programmers, and so on).

Thetraining programme should be updated in
line with improvements to the method.

Requirements analysis

Clear and extensive training material should be
provided.

systems analysis

Whereappropriate, the use of automated tools
to support the method should be demonstrated
and taught.

Systems design
Implementation

Enhancement and maintenance

NGG

Prism

{Bis Modus
is appropriate. These trials should be carried out
by experienced system development staff and
should be monitored closely by the systems development manager. Most method suppliers welcome
this type of experimentation period, and will often
provide extensive support forit. The results of the
experiments should be reviewed by management
as quickly as possible after the end of the experimentation period.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING A METHOD

Apart from ensuring that the technicalfacilities
provided by a development method are adequate,
there are two main criteria for selecting a proprietary method:

Thelevel of support provided by the supplier.
The fit

Selecting appropriate methods and tools

with the corporate culture.

ENSURE THAT METHODS ARE SUPPORTED BY
SUPPLIERS

The consultancy and training services offered by
the method supplier were quoted by many users
as the most critical factor in selecting a method.
The commercial stability and technological track
record of the supplier is also of concern.

Mostsuppliers of methodsprovide training courses
in the use of their method. These are typically
available either as public courses, or as in-house
courses, if required. (Indeed, for many suppliers,
training provides their major source of revenue.)

Whenchoosing a method, it is important to ensure
that frequent courses in its use are provided
because there will be a recurring need to train
staff. There are several major characteristics to
look for in these courses:
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Thetraining staff should have experience of and
expertise in using the method.

The purchaser of a proprietary method should
recognise that training costs represent the largest
proportion of thetotal cost of installing a method,
and that these costs will continue because new
staff will need to be trained in the method.
Manyorganisations recognise that the consultancy
services of the supplier are required to ensure that
a methodis properly used, particularly whenit is
first implemented. Some suppliers (BIS, for
example) offer a complete turnkey service for the
installation of their method. Sometimes, a consultant from the supplier works with the development group ona pilot application, and is therefore
available to give advice andhelp.

A checklist of what to expect from method
suppliers and somefurther pointers to gaining the
best value from a supplier are shownin Figure 4.5
overleaf.

The supplier shouldalso havelocalstaff available
who have experiencein the use of the method, and
whocan provide the required level of consultancy,
advice, and support. A concern expressed by European users of one method was thatall the experts
were based in the United States. This situation
should be avoided when choosing a method.

The commercial stability and technological track
record of the supplier are also of concern. There
are two main reasonsfor this:

Training and consultancy are needed from the
supplier on a continuing basis. The supplier must
be large enough andfinancially secure enough
to ensure that it can continue in business for the
foreseeable future. If the supplier ceases to
trade, the substantial investment made by an
organisation in implementing the method may
have to be written off.

Ideally, the method should be mature , having
been implemented successfully in several other
organisations. Any new or immature method
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successful, the procedures must either complement
or replicate the working practices commonly used

should be selected only if it offers substantial
technical advantages. It is also vital that the
supplier be prepared to continue to develop
the method to incorporate new concepts and

in the organisation. If the selected method requires

the organisation to depart significantly from its
customary practices, then the methodis unlikely
to be accepted. The main organisational characteristics that influence the choice of a system
development method are the extent to which the
organisationis structured as a hierarchy, and how
paper-oriented it is. For example:

techniques.

CHOOSE METHODS THAT FIT WITH THE CORPORATE
CULTURE

The organisation s corporate culture is an important factorin selecting a proprietary development
method. System development methods formalise
the procedures for developing systems. To be
Figure 4.5

Large, bureaucratic organisations tend to
choose, and have success with, those methods

Whatto expect from the method suppliers
Description

Productfeature

pene pe

Documentation Manuals describing:
ingenerai,the method and foe
phases of the ot od it

Other comments

covers.

ny @

Step bystep, for each maj

ndments wi :

physically by the supplier o

one.of who| repared the

activity, what needs to be done an
howto do it.
:

2

For each milestone, the

deliverables (typically syst
documentation), with worked
examples.

Tailoring

Amending the method(especially the
documentation)to fit the client s
environment moreclosely. This might
involve including any equipment or
softwarerestrictions, for example.

igenerally expensi

Time and materials at consultancy

Tailoring generally must occur before

rates
apart perhaps fora limited
numberof days of free support
included with the basic product.
Word processing,printing, and

implementation. As a consequence,
the clientis likely to havetoolittle
experience of the producttotailorit
and will be dependentonthe supplier.
This is where the suppliers make their
profit. Try to geta fixed price on this
potentially uncontrollable expense.

distribution charges mayalso be

applicable.
Piloting

Assisting the project teamto pilotthe Timeand materialsatconsultancy
method through the first application.

rates.

Training

Preparation and presentationof
courses on the methodfor systems
staff and users.

uponduration and location.

:

Fixed price per course

5

depending

Assisting systemsstaff after

Time and materials at consultancy

Software

Providing software tools to support the

Definitely optional. May be bought
from a different supplier. In any case,

method

Another potentially large expense.

Try to have courses on your own site;
secure ownershipof the material and

becomeself-sufficient as soon as

Ongoing
support

implementation.

Specific terms of reference are
essential. Again,try for fixed price.
Beawarethat thesuccess ofthe pilot
may beattributed to the supplier s
facilitator
enthusiasm for the
project may waneonceheisoff-site.

rates.

possible.

Do not remain dependenton the
supplier. Establish your own,in-house
support unit.

Be aware that muchofthis software
runs on microcomputers and the
pricing may be either once-off with an licence may be per machine. To make
annual maintenance contract, or
the softwareavailableto all users in
monthly rental.
the systems department can be very
Any documentation (up to a specified expensive.
limit) may be includedin the software
price

but not other requirements

(like piloting, training etc).
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that are heavily biased towardsproject management and control and are forms-driven. A good

example of this is the United Kingdom Government s use of SSADM.

Alternatively, results-oriented companiesin fastmoving environments (for example the retail
sector) have greater success in implementing
methodsthatplace relatively little emphasis on
project management, relying instead on skilled
staff using advanced techniques andtools(like
using a fourth-generation language for
prototyping) to develop systems.

Some systems departments have adopted a bureaucratic style as a defensive measure to counter user
criticisms. Sometimes the line managers would like
a fast response to their needs, but have abandoned
hope, and interest, through years of poor experience. The introduction of a new development
method may make it possible for the systems
department to adopt a more entrepreneurial
attitude, thereby enabling a better service to be
provided and goodrelations with the line managers
to be re-established. Thus, new methods may
themselves affect the corporate culture, at least in
so far as it concerns the systems department.

CHOOSE TOOLS TO SUPPORT THE METHODS

Thefinal stage in selecting the appropriate system
development methodsis to choose the tools that
will provide automated support for the methods.
In somecases, the tools are provided along with
the method. However, if a mixture of methods has
been chosen, it is likely that the system development manager will need a selection of tools to
provide the support for the methods.

Some method suppliers recommendtools that are
suitable for supporting their methods. For example:
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Speedbuilder and PDF are recommendedfor use
with Jackson System Development and Jackson
Structured Programming.

Prompt, Automate, and Datamate are recommended for use with LSDM/SSADM.
Design 1 is recommendedfor use with Method 1.

The advantages of choosing supplier-approved
tools are that the tools are designed to integrate
with each other and with the method, and any
changes made to one of them are incorporated in
the others. Furthermore, the supplier typically
supports both the tool and the method. However,
it is possible to replace selected tools with others
that undertake the same tasks but that offer
different and even improved facilities (for
example, replacing Automate with Excelerator, or
Prompt with PMW). Some technical expertise is
requiredfor this to be done successfully, however.

The major disadvantage of choosing a rangeof tools
is that they will seldom offer the same advantages
as a true IPSE (automatic generation of code, for
example) and they often do not have automatic
interfaces between then. This means that substantial nonproductive clerical coding effort may well
still be required.

The tools chosen should have a range of technical
facilities appropriate to the phase (or phases) of the
developmentprocess that the tools are to support.
The range of technical facilities for development
tools was listed in Figure 3.8 on page 15.

Once the developmentprocesses that will be used
have been decided on, and the development
methods that will be used and thetools that will
support the methods have been chosen, the next
stage is to manage the introduction of the new
methods. This is a critical task, requiring substantial
effort. We turn our attention to this topic in the
next chapter.
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Managing the implementation of methods

Successfully introducing proprietary methods,
perhaps for several different development processes, is a substantial task andis likely to be both
expensive and time-consuming. It requires effort
and commitment, not only from systems development management and staff, but also from user
management and staff. The key to success in
implementing a new method is therefore to manage
its introduction actively. We provide guidelines on
how to do this in this chapter. There are four
critical steps that have to be taken:

Obtain senior user management consent.

Assess the impact of the methods on the organisation of the systems department.

Gain experience by using the new methods for
pilot applications.

Implement the new methods and tools as a
distinct project.

Each of these is discussed in more detail below.

OBTAIN SENIOR MANAGEMENT CONSENT

Before introducing the new method or methods it
is vital to gain the consent of senior user management. This is necessary because:

Implementing the method will require substantial effort from development management and

staff, andin the short term this will divert effort
from developing new applications.

Whenthe methodis implemented, the basis of
the relationship between user management and
staff and developmentstaffis likely to change,
with users being much more closely involved in
the development process. User management
needs to be aware of the organisational and
personnel implications of this change.

Investing in a new methodis likely to be expensive. Not only is there the cost of purchasing the

method and tools themselves, there is also the

cost of the training and consultancy required,
the cost of piloting the method, and the lostopportunity time of developers and users as
they learn to use the method.

CONSIDER THE ORGANISATION OF THE
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT

Before implementing a method,the current organisation of the systems development department
must be considered in order to assess the likely
impact of the method, and to prepare for any
organisational changes that may be required.

Most development groups are organised in one of
three ways:
By business function (specialist groups for
accounting, manufacturing, and so on).

Byproject team,to developspecific applications.

Byjob specialisation (business analysts, systems
analysts, systems designers, and so forth).

Manyorganisations have a mixture of these structures in their system development department.
When choosing a method, it is important to consider the current organisation and the impact of the
method on it in order to avoid an inappropriate
choice. For example:
A development group based wholly on job
specialisations wouldfindit difficult to carry out
iterative development because the systembuilder or analyst/programmer skills are not
readily available.
A systems department based on small project
teams of developmentstaff who have expertise
in developing small systems quickly is likely
to find that large project-management-based
methods are inappropriate.

The introduction of a new method is also likely to
change theroles played by the developmentstaff,
with more emphasis being placed on projectmanagement and communication skills and less on
technicalskills like coding. Inevitably, the roles of
the analyst, designer, and programmerwill begin

to converge. This will be a direct consequence of

the increasing automation of the development
process, the increased use of prototyping, and
the use of advanced system-building tools in the
implementation phase.
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GAIN EXPERIENCE IN USING THE
NEW METHODS
The introduction of a new methodwill change the
way in whichall system development staff carry
out their work. Before implementing a method
throughout the development department, it is
necessary to gain somereal experienceof using the
method and to create a nucleus of staff who are
expert in using it. Such experience and expertise
cannot be gained quickly, and carefully planned
pilot projects need to be carried out. Whilst these
pilots are carried out, all other systems will be
developed using whatever methods are currently
in use. Depending on the development processes
that the new methodis to be used with, any of the
following types of pilot project may be required:

A small-systems development project lasting
about six months.
An iterative development project, with the
development being evaluated after about nine
months.

A conventional development project lasting
between 12 and 18 months.

It is important to select the pilot project teams
carefully, with the team members representing the
development group as a whole. Thus they should
have an average level of expertise and experience;
they should not be the best and brightest development staff. At the same time, the team members
should not be opposed to the introduction of the
new method. Eventually, some of the pilot team
members should be able to help with the wider
implementation of the method.
Forsimilar reasons, the applications chosen for the
pilot projects should be typical of the systems
department s development workload. However,
they should not involve a high business risk,
because additional risks will inevitably be introduced by using the new methodforthefirst time.
Before the pilot projects begin, the team members
should be thoroughly trained in the use of the
method andits supporting tools. Supplier support
must be available throughout the pilot projects,
ranging from full-time consultancy assistance to
offering specific advice and help when necessary.
At the end of each pilot project, success should be
evaluated by:

Comparing each project with similar projects
carried out using the old methods, in terms of
productivity, user satisfaction, cost, timeliness,
and numberof errors after implementation.
Obtaining the views of the pilot development
teams on both the advantages and disadvantages
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of the method and tools compared with the
current methods, and on whatparticular problems the new method posed during the pilot
projects.

Seeking the viewsofthe users ontheir perception of the development process, and on their
opinion of the resultant application systems.

Oncethe pilot applications have been completed
and evaluated, andthelessons have been learned,
the method can then be implemented throughout
the system development department.

IMPLEMENT A NEW METHODAS A
DISTINCT PROJECT
The implementation of a new method throughout
the systems development department should be
viewedas a projectin its ownright. A project team
should be formed to manage the implementation,
and a formal implementation plan drawn up. The
project team should be small, with around three
or four members. The members of the team can be
drawneither from theinitial team that evaluated
the methods and/or from the pilot teams. It is
essential, however, that the manageris an effective project manager and that the team members
are familiar with the technicalities of the method
and tools.
The responsibilities of the implementation project
team include:
Developing the implementation plan.

Liaising with the method and tool suppliers.
Creating guidelines for using the methods.

Assisting in the education and training pro-

grammes.

Providing continuing support (together with the
suppliers) to the development staff who are
using the method andtools.
Appraising the success of the implementation
project, and modifying and extending the guidelines if necessary.

The implementation plan consists of three separate
but related components:
Aneducation andtraining plan for development
managementandstaff, and also (where appropriate) for users.

Aplan for creating the guidelines and standards
to accompany the method.

A plan for the phased introduction of the
method and tools into new development and
maintenanceprojects.
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Figure 5.1
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Methodsfor dealing with resistance to change

Negotiationplus |
agreement

The project manager should agree this plan with
system and user managementbefore implementation, and when it is agreed implementation can
proceed.
The first component takes the form of a general
education programme for development staff and
users. At this stage, resistance to the concepts of
the new method can be expected. An earlier Foundation Report (No. 25
System Development
Methods) discussed the problems of overcoming

this resistance to change and suggested six methods

for dealing with it (these methods are summarised
in Figure 5.1). An important factor in motivating
people to accept the changes required by a new
methodis the knowledge that their management
is fully committed to the method.
The pilot project team members also have an
importantrole to play in overcoming anyresistance
to the new method, andin acting as missionaries
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forit. (However, they should bear in mindthat,like
real missionaries, they may be unfairly attacked,
and they should tone down any excessive enthusiasm they may feel for the method.) Thepilot
team members should be used on as many as
possible of theinitial projects, acting as the source
of knowledge on the use of the method.
Once the method has been implemented, its use
must be continually reviewed in order to:

Improvetheguidelines and standards forits use.

Incorporate any improved techniqueortool into
the method.

Ensure that the method continues to meet the
needs of the company.

The benefits of using the method should also be
monitored. The next chapter describes the benefits that can be expected.
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Monitoring the payback from system
development methods

Proprietary development methods are expensive
to implement, not just in terms of the cost of
purchasing the method and the supportingtools,
but in the support costs and the lost time both of
users and developmentstaff whilst they are learning how to use a new method. Furthermore, the
benefits of using a proprietary method arenotall
gained immediately and cannot easily be quantified. Some of the benefits arise from the use of
techniques ortools, and could possibly be gained
without implementing a full method (improved
productivity in generating program code, for
example). Hence, development managers find it
difficult to present a hard financial case for
implementing a new proprietary method. Our
discussions with organisations who have invested
in system development methods suggest that their
motivation for so doing was anintuitive belief that
methods help to improve the quality, cost, and
timeliness of the development process.

One ofthe prerequisites for generating a good case
is that any expected improvements in development
performance can be compared with the performanceprior to implementing the new method. At the
moment, many organisations are not in a position
to do this because they do not even have good
measures of their existing programming productivity, let alone their performance on other less
tangible aspects of system development. Evenif
there are no immediate plansto install a proprietary method, we believe that management time
and attention should be given to measuring current
development performance, so that a firm base
will exist in the future for selecting methods and
justifying the investment in methods.

We were surprised to find that relatively few
organisations measure their development performance on a consistent basis, even though several
measurement techniques now exist. For example,
the Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement Programme (PEP) uses the Productivity Analysis
Database System, which relates various measurements to the size of the system being developed.
The ten measurements used in PEPare listed in
Figure 6.1. Other measurement techniques can also
be used, in particular Function Point Analysis,
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Figure 6.1

Development measurements usedin the
Butler Cox Productivity Enhancement
Programme(PEP)

Productivity index (a global measure of efficiency)

Mostof the measurements are expressedas a ratio, related to the

size of a project.

which was described in Foundation Report 47
The Effective Use of System Building Tools.
At the very least, we believe that the following
measurements should be madeso that targets for
improvements can be set when a new methodis
introduced:
The rate of achievement of tested function
points(or lines of code, for those whoprefer to
measure development output in this way).

Error rates during all phases of testing and
during initial implementation.
Thetime taken to implement a new system.

The extent to which operational service agreements are not being met because of poor system
design or implementation.
Thelevel of changes and enhancements.
Maintenancecosts.

Variances between actual expenditure and
budgeted expenditure.
Different types of method provide different benefits and thus the payback achieved from their use
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IMPROVED QUALITY OF SYSTEMS

differs. In general, however, proprietary methods
provide two main types of benefit:

Many of the organisations participating in our
research reported that using a proprietary development method improved the quality of their
systems. However, they could not provide quantified evidence to support this view because most
of them do not measure system quality, either
before or after the introduction of the method.

Improved quality of systems.

Improved control over the development process
itself in terms of both cost and time.

One benefit unlikely to be achieved from introducing a method perse is improved productivity.
Productivity gains(that is, systems that are developed less expensively and with less effort) typically
come from using tools rather than methods.

The definition of quality used by different organisations varies, ranging from finding the minimum
of bugs during initial implementation to developing
a system that meets the needs of the end users.
However,the examples described below show how
different organisations have achieved better
quality by using proprietary development methods.

PAYBACK ACHIEVED DEPENDS ON THE
TYPE OF METHOD
The payback achieved from the use of a system
development method differs depending on the type
of method. All system development methodswill
improveboth the quality of the systems developed
with them and the developers control over cost
and time in the development process. However,
different types of methodlead to different benefits. Figure 6.2 showsthe types of payback that can
be expected from the different types of method.

STANDARD CHECKLISTS AND DOCUMENTS IMPROVE
QUALITY

Manyproprietary methodsuse standard checklists

and standard forms to documentinformation about

the system being developed. Some methods use a
large numberof standard forms: one widely used

method has 203 different forms that can be used

during a system development project. The completed documents form part of the deliverables for
each phase oftheproject. In practice, however, very
few commercial organisations use all the checklists
and documents provided by a method; instead, they
adapt the documentationto suit their specific needs
on a project-by-projectbasis.

For example, methods like Yourdon, which are
mainly concerned with the analysis and design
phases of development, provide benefits by improving tne quality of systems more than by
improving the management control of projects.
Alternatively, the major payback from projectmanagement methodslike Prism comes from better
control of costs and time during the development

Using standard checklists and documents improves
the quality of systems because they ensure that
development staff and users do not overlook (or

process.

Figure 6.2

Payback from implementingdifferent types of method
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provide inadequate details about) essential information during the developmentprocess, and they ensure
that all the necessary information is properly
recorded.

missioned a software house to develop a microcomputer-based system. Marks and Spencer found
that using prototyping as a requirements-analysis
technique provided the following advantages:

reduced the proportion of development time spent
on fixing bugs and on small enhancements from
30 per cent to 5 per cent. The bank believes that
this reduction was due to the use of the LSDM
checklists and standard documents.

building tool (Sourcewriter) allowed the require-

For example, by using LSDM a Scottish bank

GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUES IMPROVE QUALITY

Graphical documentation techniques, particularly
those used during analysis anddesign, are powerful
aids in communication in system development
projects. For example, Sodetag-TAI, a French
software house specialising in large turnkey
software projects, particularly in the areas of metro
signalling, load despatch, and message switching,
uses SADT for requirements analysis, systems
analysis, and specification, and Mach for systems
design. The company believes that much ofits
success is due to its use of these methods. The

SADT method is based on top-down graphical

analysis where the system is analysedinitially at
a high level of abstraction, with further levels of
detail being added in a logical structured manner.
The use of these methodsin Sodetag-TAI is considered so important that two departments specialise
in their application. The first department teaches
new andexisting staff how to use the techniques.
The second researches the methods, identifying

how to develop and implement them further.

The use of graphical techniques improves the
quality of systems by:

Ensuring that the analysis and design phases
are carried out thoroughly and completely, by
expanding the top-level general view through
successive levels of detail.

Presenting a large amountof information in a
way that is easy to understand (a picture is
worth a thousand words), so that it is easier to
check the design of the system for completeness
and accuracy.
Providing a basis for automating the analysis,
design, and implementation phases.

ADVANCED REQUIREMENTS-ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
IMPROVE QUALITY

Methods based on advanced requirements-analysis
techniques, such as prototyping, help to improve the
communications between development staff and
users and thus improvethe quality of systems. Marks
and Spencerplc (a major UKretailer) recently com-
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Users were more involved, and more committed,
during the analysis and design phases.

Using prototyping with an advanced system-

ments to be developed and analysed by holding
discussions with the users, which enabled the
users to correct any misunderstandings quickly
and to generate new ideas.

The prototype review, a critical phase in the
method used by the software house, allowed all
the users of the system to view the prototype
system, and to commentonits match with their
requirements.

Webelieve that a consensus environment, where
users can freely discuss and agree their needs,is
a prerequisite for using prototyping in this way.
One of the major factors in Marks and Spencer s
successful use of prototyping is the fact that it
achieved this consensus.
Other moretraditional techniques used in requirements analysis can also help improve the quality
of systems. For example, a French car manufacturer foundthat its use of SDM and Merise helped
systems users to formulate their requirements and
resulted in fewerrejections of systems at the usertest phase of development.
ADVANCED ANALYSIS/DESIGN AND BUILDING
TECHNIQUES IMPROVE QUALITY

Manyproprietary methods makeit easier to check
that applications softwareis correct because they
are based on structured-analysis, design, and
programming techniques. The modular construction both of the requirements and of the code
enables developmentstaff to check for completeness and consistency more easily. It also allows
walkthroughs of the system design and code to be
conducted easily. For example, a major multinational oil company foundthat the use of Information Engineering and a fourth-generation
language improved quality by reducing the amount
of time spent on maintenancefrom 70 per cent to
less than 50 per cent of the total development
effort. The robustness of the systems was also
improved.

IMPROVED CONTROL OVER THE
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Over the years, a continualdifficulty with large
development projects has been the apparent
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inability of developmentstaff to measure progress
objectively. Users have beentold that a system is
90 per cent complete , only to find that as much
effort again is required to complete the remaining
10 per cent. This situation is a symptom of the
difficulties inherent in managing large development projects. Moreover, the problem is not confined to the systems department;it is also difficult

for users to be aware of the development progress
that has been made.

However, the progress of a system development
project can easily be demonstrated using methods
based on project-management techniques. The
Caisse National de Crédit Agricole (CNCA) uses
Merise for system development. CNCA s experience with this method is typical, with its major
benefit being that it allows senior management to
track the progress of system development projects
easily. The phases of a project are agreed in
advance with the users, together with the timescales, objectives, tasks, and deliverables for each
phase. Progress can then be compared against
these initial plans.

The Department of Health and Social Security
(DHSS)in the United Kingdom develops some of
the largest systems in the world. Some of the
projects are very large, ranging from 500 to 1,000
man-years and costing upwardsof $75 million. The
DHSScontrols these very large projects by using
a rigorous system development method (SSADM),
which is the standard method recommended for
government use in the United Kingdom. The
methodis supported with automated tools such as
Prompt, Diadem, and Maestro. SSADM requires a
substantial amount of project documentation to be
produced. The deliverables from each phase of
development include many different types of
standard forms that must be completed by the
project team. This very bureaucratic method allows
the department to control and measure progress on
its projects.

By formalising the development process through
the use of methods like Merise and SSADM, the
systems development manageracquires, overtime,
the ability not only to evaluate and demonstrate
progress butalso to comparelike projects. This, in
turn, provides the ability to estimate better the
time and resourceslikely to be required to develop
a new application system. Indeed, some method
suppliers are creating databases ofprojects that can
be used by developmentstaff as an estimating aid.

The useof a proprietary development method also
provides anotherintangible benefit. The very fact
that a method, rather than an ad hoc approach, is
being used enhancesthe professional standing of
developmentstaff in the eyes of the user commu-
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nity. Many system development managers believe
this to be a significant benefit of the use of proprietary development methods.

DO NOT EXPECT PRODUCTIVITY GAINS
FROM METHODS ALONE
In ourresearch, suppliers and users agreedthatthe
use of proprietary methods doesnot, byitself,
improve development productivity. Their impact
on productivity is achieved in two ways. First,
methods based on advanced techniques, such as
prototyping, reduce the amountof time required
for the analysis phase. Second, the use of methods
meansthat advancedtools, such as system-building tools and IPSEs, can be implemented, and
thesetools can improve development productivity
substantially.
USE PROTOTYPING TO IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

Prototyping with advanced system-building tools
was discussedin detail in Foundation Report 47
The Effective Use of System Building Tools. There
are three major ways in which prototyping can
be used, each providing different productivity
benefits:

Prototyping is used as a requirements-definition
technique only, and the prototype forms the
basis of the requirements definition. Using
prototyping in this way improves productivity
by reducing the amountof effort spent in the
requirements-definition phase.

The prototype produced during the requirements-definition phase is used as the basis for
the actual implementation of the system, using
either a third-generation language or an advanced system-building tool. Productivity is
improved by reducing the amount of effort
spent in defining the requirements and also
by reducing the effort required for the implementation phase (assuming that an advanced
system-buildingtool is used). If a third-generation language is used, the prototype is used
merely to define the requirements and is then
discarded.

Prototyping is used as the development method, and the system is developed iteratively,
using an advanced system-building tool, with
functionality being added as the prototype
grows. Using prototyping in this way can improve productivity dramatically because functionally incomplete, but working, prototypes
are produced very quickly, and these can be
converted rapidly into working systems using
the system-building tool. However, few organisations are yet using this radical method of
developing systems.
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Benefits obtained by automating methodswithtools

;
Benefit

[Improved planning and control
Improved productivity

Project-management

:

Type oftool

Analyst/designer
workbenches

a

a

Programming

a

improved interpersonal communication

IMPLEMENT ADVANCED TOOLS TO SUPPORT
PROPRIETARY METHODS

Proprietary methods affect development productivity by enabling advanced system-building
tools such as IPSEs to be implemented. The benefits of using such tools were discussed earlier in

REPORT CONCLUSION

In this report, we have dispelled some misconceptions about the use of proprietary development
methods and tools. In particular, we have shown
that it is not yet possible to purchase an allembracing development method that can be used
for all types of development project and for all
phases of the developmentprocess. Furthermore,
many tools are designed to support either a particular technique or method. Even the so-called
integrated tools do not cover the whole of the
development process. Foundation members should
review the development processes currently used
in their organisation, identifying the activities that
cause the greatest difficulties. They should then
select the methods that will be required to attack
those difficulties.

But methods by themselves will not be enough. The
main benefits from using development methods
come from improved quality of systems and better
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Chapter 3 on pages 14 and 15.

As with methods, the benefits obtained from
automating a method with development tools
depend onthe typeof tool. The types of benefits
that can be obtained from using different types
of development tools are shownin Figure 6.3.

control of the management of development projects. Methods by themselves do not improve
development productivity, however. Improvements in productivity come from using developmenttools to automate the activities required by
the methods. Indeed, many methods are almost
unusable without the appropriate tools. Thus,
having selected the methods, an organisation must
then choose the development tools that will be
used to support the method.

The report has provided advice about how toselect
the appropriate methods and tools. In practice,
however, the benefits actually achieved from using
the methodsandtools will depend not only on how
well they are chosen. They will dependalso on how
well their introduction is managed. Thereport has
highlighted the need to manage the introduction
of a new method as a distinct project and has
provided advice about how to dothis.
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